
Part 1: Sequence alignment and visualization (4 points) 
 
Exercise 1 
 
Single end: 
---------> 
Paired end: 
--------->    <------------ 
  
Exercise 2 
Match for 23bp, 4bp deletion, then match for 78bp 
All 101 bases match (or mismatch, but no del/ins) from the reference 
949055, 949089 
 
Exercise 3 

 
Female. Very low coverage on Y, similar coverage on auto and X 
 



 
0 denotes things where mates map to different chromosomes 
Median 321 
Mean, stddev without removing outliers is ridiculous 
Get rid of outliers, then get 299, 173 
 
Exercise 4 
Chr1:926250 homozygous alt 
 Chr1:1035844 heterozygous 
Chr1:1056421 homozygous ref 
Chr1:1129961 is pretty messy. Lots of G’s at ends of reads. Potentially a genome duplication 
resulting in misaligned reads. Note all on same strand, indicating these G’s aren’t true variants 
 
Exercise 5 
Reads not aligned: Lots of N’s, homopolymer runs 
Multiple mappers: highly repetitive, likely from telomeric region (TAACCC characteristic of 
telomeres) 
 
 
 
  



Part 2: Writing a simple SNP caller (4 points) 
 
Exercise 1 
4.3Gb 
Format has chrom, position, reference base, coverage, description of bases, description of 
quality scores 
“.” means match reference (forward strand), “,” means match reference (reverse strand). Plus 
additional expressions to denote the beginning/end of a read 
 
Exercise 2 
My method (many options) was: 
 
P(genotype=<AB>) = product over all reads P(read|true genotype=<AB>) 
P(read|true genotype=<AB>) = 0.5P(read|came from allele A) = 0.5*P(read|came from allele B) 
Where P(read|came from allele A)  = errorprob if read !=A and 1-errorprob if read==A 
Used log probabilities to help with precision errors. Here is the code: 
 
    # Calculate probabilities 
    p_ref_given_AA = 1-PROB_ERROR 
    p_alt_given_AA = PROB_ERROR 
    p_ref_given_BB = PROB_ERROR 
    p_alt_given_BB = 1-PROB_ERROR 
    p_ref_given_AB = 0.5*p_ref_given_AA + 0.5*p_ref_given_BB 
    p_alt_given_AB = 0.5*p_alt_given_AA + 0.5*p_alt_given_BB 
    log_pAA = basecounts[ref]*np.log(p_ref_given_AA) + basecounts[alt]*np.log(p_alt_given_AA) 
    log_pAB = basecounts[ref]*np.log(p_ref_given_AB) + basecounts[alt]*np.log(p_alt_given_AB) 
    log_pBB = basecounts[ref]*np.log(p_ref_given_BB) + basecounts[alt]*np.log(p_alt_given_BB) 
    # Get max score and genotype 
    genotypes = [(ref, ref), (ref, alt), (alt, alt)] 
    scores = [log_pAA, log_pAB, log_pBB] 
    genotype1, genotype2 = genotypes[scores.index(max(scores))] 
    best_score = max(scores) 
    score = -1*np.log10((1-np.exp(best_score)/np.sum(np.exp(scores)))) 
Score was defined as -1*log (1-best score/sum of all scores). Higher number means a better 
score. Best score/sum of all scores should be close to 1 for a really high confidence genotype. 
 
Heterozygous: 58,190 
Homozygous reference: 36,822,079 
Homozygous alternate: 18,887 
 
Exercise 3 
Overall accuracy at NIST SNP: 0.934302963776 (total: 36440) 



Accuracy at hets: 0.953025347506 
Accuracy at homs: 0.896076794658 
Accuracy at cov >=1, 0.992189776768 
Accuracy at cov >=5, 0.992359734049 
Accuracy at cov >=10, 0.992414738746 
Accuracy at cov >=20, 0.993324745286 
Accuracy at score >=1, 0.992761871406 
Accuracy at score >=2, 0.993336061261 
Accuracy at score >=30, 0.999951493985 
Accuracy at score >=50, 0.999951493985 
 
Higher coverage, score = better accuracy 
Interestingly, worst accuracy at homozygote sites for mine. A lot of these just aren’t called 
 
Exercise 4 
Reasonable answers for this will get credit. Possible explanations for wrong calls include: 

- Strand bias suggests sequencing artifacts 
- All alternate alleles found at read ends 
- By chance, for some heterozygotes we will simply observe too few reads coming from 

one of the alleles to make a heterozygous call 
- Repeats/indels/low complexity sequence cause local realignment issues 

 
 
 
  



Part 3: Long read technologies (2 points) 
 
Exercise 1 
chr7:54,202,001- 54,402,001;chr7:54,289,009-54,489,009 

 
The heatmap shows overlaps of barcodes for pairs of genomic regions. For a region with no 
structural variation, would expect when we compare one region to itself that highest overlap is 
along the diagonal. Similarly for regions that are distant from each other, we might expect no 
overlap in barcodes. Deviations from this suggest structural variation. 
This locus on chr7 suggests an inversion. Barcodes overlap between non-adjacent locations. 
There are a depletion of barcode overlap at the breakpoints. 
 
 Chr3:63,850,233-63,989,138: this region shows the expected pattern for no structural variation 

 



 
Large piles are highly repetitive regions. 
 
Exercise 2 
We want #molcules/#barcodes = 10. So 1.2M barcodes*10 = 12M molecules 
 
Exercise 3 
 
Number of bases sequenced per molecule is: 250M*100bp/12M molecules = 20833 
Average coverage per molecule is then #bp sequenced/total area of a molecule = 20833/50000 
= 0.04 
 
Average genome-wide coverage is #bp sequenced/genome size = 250M*100bp/3billion = 8.3 
 
Exercise 4 
 
SmidgION: in the field where you can’t have a laptop 
MinION: In the field for forensics, testing food/water sources 
PromethION: Sequencing huge cohort of humans. Also metagenome sequencing e.g. of huge 
chunks of soil to get all the bacteria species 


